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Abstract 

In this study the design and characterization of a new technology of ultrathin AlN piezoelectric sensors able to measure micro-
deformations is reported. The sensors are fabricated using a CMOS compatible clean room process in which the sensitive part is 
embedded into a thin bio-compatible and conformal layer of parylene (total thickness below 10 µm). That makes the sensors very 
flexible and sensitive to micro-deformation measurements. In this study, this technology is applied to monitor heart activity: heart 
rate, blood pulse wave, pulse wave velocity. Blood pulse wave could be measured with a very good accuracy; this technology 
could thus be used for the prediction of cardiovascular diseases by analyzing the pulse wave shape. 

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of EUROSENSORS 2015. 

Keywords: Type your keywords here, separated by semicolons ;  

1. Introduction 

Recently, the interest and the need of very thin and flexible sensors have increased especially for the development of 
new medical applications. The current trend in this field is the development of user friendly medical sensors which 
can be used directly by the patients to monitor physiological parameters. A particular attention is given to the 
preservation of comfort and the decrease of the hospitalization costs. Nowadays, micro technologies make possible 
the development of non-invasive flexible and miniaturized sensors for physiological parameters monitoring. 
Indeed,recent works aim to develop flexible patches for skin temperature monitoring [1], wound infection detection 
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[2], sweat chemical analysis [3] , or and cardiac activity monitoring [4-8]. Most of the cardiac patches developed 
measure the electrical activity (ECG signal) [4-5] responsible for the myocardial contraction; few of them are able to 
measure the blood flow induced by the myocardial contraction. This kind of sensors could present many interests: 
simply heart rate monitoring, measurement of blood pulse wave and pulse wave velocity. Many cardiovascular 
diseases may be diagnosed from the blood pulse wave shape and pulse wave velocity is the gold standard for the 
evaluation of the arterial stiffness [9].Recent preliminary works report on the fabrication of similar devices based on 
different technologies such as polymer transistors [6], gold nanowires used as variable resistance [7] and PVDF-
based piezoelectric sensors [8]. All these technologies feature high sensitivity over pressure forces and have shown 
the possibility to monitor the cardiac signal and the possibility of pulse wave analysis. Nevertheless the technology 
of polymer transistor reported in [6] needs high gate voltage (typically -100 V) while the gold nanowires patch as 
well as the PVDF-based sensors described in [8] need to be encapsulated in thick packaging and are not compatible 
with CMOS processes.  

The technology developed here is based on piezoelectricity using AlN layer embedded in a biocompatible conformal 
and extremely thin parylene layer [10]. With these materials, the manufacturing process is completely compatible 
with CMOS technology, which facilitates industrialization and offers opportunity to monolithically integrate 
electronics on the same chip. Moreover, such technology is completely biocompatible and needs very low power 
supply which may allow to consider in-vivo applications. 

2. Boddy 

2.1. Transducers fabrication process 

The process, described in fig 1a is optimized to allow the fabrication of small and large AlN transducers. The first 
metal electrode, the piezoelectric AlN layer and the second electrode layer of the transducers are successively 
deposited and micro-structured using standard clean room technics on a 500 nm-thick thermally grown silicon oxide 
on (100) silicon wafer. Two configurations are investigated for the first electrode. In the first one, aluminum is 
deposited by DC magnetron sputtering and patterned by photolithography and wet etching. In the second 
configuration, platinum patterned by lift-off is used.  

Fig. 1: (a) Illustration of the AlN transducers fabrication process, (b) picture of a processed wafer and (c) picture of fabricated 
sensors with the control electronic 

The piezoelectric AlN layer is deposited on the first electrode using DC reactive magnetron sputtering method 
where an aluminum target is pulverized by a Ar/N2 plasma. In both configurations aluminum is used as second 
electrode. Then a double layer of SiO2/AlN is deposited and microstructured to shift the neutral fiber of the global 
structure outside the piezoelectric AlN. Structures are then insulated by a conformal deposition of parylene C by 
evaporation of parylene monomers. The parylene layer is processed by photolithography to open the contact 
electrodes in O2/Ar plasma. The silicon is selectively etched from the back side in Deep Reactive Ion Etching 
(DRIE) to release the piezoelectric structures. Finally, a second parylene C deposition is achieved on the back side 
to encapsulate the transducer before releasing. The thicknesses of the first electrode, the AlN, the second electrode, 
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the SiO2 layer, the second AlN layer and both parylene layers are 200 nm, 1000 µm, 200 nm, 120 nm, 900 nm and 
5000 nm, respectively. 

2.2. Results and discussions 

 A picture of a processed wafer,the different design of realized AlN transducers (circular, annular and annular with 
serpentine shape structures) are presented in fig 1b and fig 1c, respectively. The control electronic presented in fig 
1c is composed of a small charge amplifier module connected to the sensor, a filter and a microcontroller. The 
communication with a PC IHM is ensured by a USB interface driven by the microcontroller. 

Firstly, AlN d33
f are measured on different AlN samples deposited on aluminum and on platinum along the wafers 

central axis to obtain a profile. Measurements were achieved by laser interferometry. The set up equipment’s are 
described in [11]. The average measured values of d33

f are presented in table 1. Typically, higher d33
f are measured 

on AlN deposited on platinum. This result is coherent with the literature [12]. Secondly, we observed that structures 
realized in aluminum as first electrode feature statistically better production yield (table 1). A yield near 100% is 
obtained even on high surface structures. In the case of platinum as first electrode, a lower production yield is 
obtained; it is mainly due to short circuits occurring between the platinum electrode and the aluminum electrode.  

Table 1. d33f and functional structures yield measured values for AlN layers deposited on aluminum and on platinum  

First electrode  material Aluminum (t) Platinum 

d33
f (pC/N) 2.75  3.4 

Yield (%) 95-100 70-80 

The AlN dielectric permittivity extracted by the capacitance and thickness measurements of different transducers 
having different surfaces, is found to be typically 9.1. The dielectric value obtained here is higher than the 
theoretical value of crystalline AlN which is around 8.5 [13] but coherent with reported values of polycrystalline 
AlN deposited by sputtering method [14].  

The different AlN transducer design responses are also investigated on the fluidic set up which reproduces the 
deformation of an artery with an elastic membrane fixed on a cavity. It consists in a water column where the average 
pressure is controlled and a membrane mounted on a cavity connected to the water column on which the 
piezoelectric transducer is stuck. The response of the different AlN transducers are investigated when the fluidic 
pressure varies around a static pressure. Fig 2a presents the average sensitivity curves of the different design for a 
static pressure of 45 mmHg. As excitation signal, the pressure is oscillated by injecting and removing a small water 
volume in between 200 µl to 1000 µm. In this range, the associated pressure variation and membrane deflection is 
up to 8 mmHg and 1.5 mm, respectively. We may thus observe that the sensitivity is linear in these pressure 
variation range. Also, we may note that the best sensitivity is obtained for the annular structures in this configuration 
set up. Moreover, it is important to note that as indicated by the error bar, the standard deviation obtained for the 
sensitivity curves is weak. The extracted sensitivity over pressure variation of the different design is indicated on the 
sensitivity curve graph.  
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Fig.2.a) Sensitivity curves of the different AlN sensor designs over volume variation in a cavity above which is ixex a elastomer membrane, b) 
parallel monitored ECG and piezoelectric signals, c) puse wave signal measurement on the carotid, d) on the wrist and on the clavicular and f) 

typical signal magnitude on the different measurement places 

Regading on-vivo testing, fig. 2.b, 2.c and 2.d present the cardiac signal obtained with the same transducer on the 
carotid, the wrist and the clavicular, respectively. Typical sensors response magnitude are summarized fig 2.f. 
Signal magnitude of typically more than hundred mV was monitored on the carotid. It represents some pC in range 
of charge generation when we consider that the charge amplifier has a 10 pF feedback capacitor.  In comparison, the 
signal found on the wrist and on the clavicular, is significantly lower. This result is coherent with the fact that 
deformation area and magnitude are smaller on these places. Indeed, the deformation magnitude of the caroted 
artery is typically in range of 400-500 µmfor a diameter of typically 5 to 10 mm [15].  On the wrist artery, the 
diameter is typically around 2 mm [16] and consequently the pulsativity is proportionally smaller.  
Finally, a comparison of the ECG signal in parallel with piezo signal obtained in front of the carotid has also been 
performed (Fig 2.f). Both signals are clearly correlate and a systematic delay between the ECG and piezo signal is 
observed. This delay represents the time necessary for the blood to go from the heart to the artery measurement 
point. In the present case the delay is equal to 160 ms; it may be used as reference to calculate the pulse wave 
velocity.  

3. Conclusion 

We developed two versions of a CMOS compatible process for ultra-thin AlN-based piezoelectric sensors 
fabrication for micro deformation monitoring. The first version involves the deposition of the piezoelectric AlN on 
aluminum electrode while on the other version AlN is deposited on platinum.  It was found that AlN features better 
piezoelectric properties on platinum. Nevertheless, the production yield is better and more repeatable on aluminum. 
Yield in between 90% to 100% are typically obtained for both optimized processes. The transducers characterized 
on mechanical set up feature high sensitivity over membrane deformation induced by fluidic pressure variations. 
The sensitivity over fluidic pressure change is evaluated to be up to pC/mmHg for the most sensitive design. 
In the test configuration, annular structures present the best sensitivity. Finally using these sensors, cardiac pulse 
wave signal was monitored with success at different point of interest and a correlation with ECG signal could be 
clearly established. 
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